
VOLATILITY ARBITRAGE
The WIP Volatility Arbitrage management line follows a total return investment logic and utilizes discretionary 
options strategies, with underlying assets including major futures and stock indices, and futures on Bonds, 
Eurofx, Crude Oil, and Gold. The manager employs various strategies, including:

• Combined strategies with a predefined maximum loss such as vertical spreads, calendar spreads, or diago-
nal spreads, which entail a limited and predetermined maximum loss (stop loss) and a potential profit 
approximately twice the maximum loss.

• Short gamma strategies, achieved by selling at-the-money options, which entail higher profit potential than 
the former but potentially unlimited maximum loss. However, risk is controlled by promptly executing rollover 
operations upward or downward.

• Strategies based on the sale of deep out-of-the-money options, which potentially entail unlimited maximum 
loss but are less risky than short gamma strategies because the selected strike is further from the market 
value. The strategy's risk is continuously monitored and, if necessary, limited through:

Rollover operations.

• Transformation of the strategy into vertical spreads, calendar spreads, or diagonal spreads through the 
purchase of options.

• Transformation of the strategy by opening a symmetrical short gamma position (in the case of approaching 
expiration).
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KEY FEATURES
VOLATILITY ARBITRAGE

Risk

Expected Return

Recommended Investment Period

Security

Broker

Recommended Investment Size

Annual Management Fee

Annual Performance Fee

Redemption

Subscription

LEGAL PROVISIONS:  Wip Finance SA takes the best possible care 
when compiling and updating information and makes every reason-
able effort in order to publish information which is considered reliable. 
However, Wip Finance SA does not guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness or timeliness of any information and opinions published. 
A positive performance in the past is no guarantee of a positive 
performance in future. Prices of investments may fall as well as rise 
and the maintenance of the invested capital cannot be guaranteed. 
Changes in rates of foreign exchange may cause the value of 
investments to go up or down. Any specific investment or service 
contained in this document may not be suitable for everyone. You 
should consult your own independent advisors before investing in any 
product. We recommend you to read the product's risk disclosures 
before making any investment decision. Wip Finance SA doesn't 
assume any liability for possible losses. Information and opinions 
published in this document do not represent an invitation or an offer to 
purchase or sell securities or other investment instruments or financial 
services and should not be considered as a solicitation of funds from 
the public . The documents merely serves the purpose of providing 
information. Any information or opinion made available by Wip 
Finance SA is not to be considered as a recommendation or advice 
and should not be relied upon for purposes of taking investment 
decisions.

* The Performance Fees will be calculated every quarter. High Water 
Marking will be applied to the billing with a look back of three periods. 
High Water Marking keeps track of cumulative losses per billing period 
within the specified look-back period. A loss in any period will be added 
to the look-back period's cumulative losses. A gain in any period will 
decrease the cumulative loss recorded to date.


